In sentiment classification, unlabeled user reviews are often free to collect for new products, while sentiment labels are rare. In this case, active learning is often applied to build a high-quality classifier with as small amount of labeled instances as possible. However, when the labeled instances are insufficient, the performance of active learning is limited. In this paper, we aim at enhancing active learning by employing the labeled reviews from a different but related (source) domain. We propose a framework Active Vector Rotation (AVR), which adaptively utilizes the source domain data in the active learning procedure. Thus, AVR gets benefits from source domain when it is helpful, and avoids the negative affects when it is harmful. Extensive experiments on toy data and review texts show our success, compared with other state-of-theart active learning approaches, as well as approaches with domain adaptation.
Introduction
To get a good generalization in traditional supervised learning, we need sufficient labeled instances in training, which are drawn from the same distribution as testing instances. When there are plenty of unlabeled instances but labels are insufficient and expensive to obtain, active learning (Settles, 2009 ) selects a small set of critical instances from target domain to be labeled, but costs are incurred for each label. On the other hand, transfer learning (Ji et al., 2011) , also known as domain adaptation (Blitzer et al., 2006) , aims at leveraging instances from other related source domains to construct high-quality models in the target domain. For example, we may employ labeled user reviews of similar products, to predict sentiment labels of new product reviews. When the distributions of source and target domain are similar, transfer learning would work well. But significant distribution divergence might cause negative transfer (Rosenstein et al., 2005) .
To further reduce the labeling cost and avoid negative transfer, we propose a framework, namely Active Vector Rotation (AVR), which takes advantage of both active learning and transfer learning techniques. Basically, AVR makes model's parameter vector actively rotate towards its optimal direction with as few labeled instances in target domain as possible. Specifically, AVR first applies certain unsupervised learning techniques to make source and target domain's distributions more 'similar', and then leverages source domain information to query the most informative instances of target domain. Most importantly, it carefully reweights instances to mitigate the risk of negative transfer. AVR is general enough to incorporate various active learning and transfer learning modules, as well as varied basic learners such as LR and SVM. Shi et al. (2008) proposed an approach AcTraK, using labeled source and target domain instances to build a so-called 'transfer classifier' to help label actively selected target domain instances. AcTraK initially requires labeled target domain instances, and relies too much on the transfer classifier. Thus it might be degenerated by negative transfer.
Related Work
An ALDA framework was proposed in (Saha et al., 2011) . ALDA employs source domain classifier to help label actively selected target domain instances. When conditional distributions | are a bit different (Chattopadhyay et al., 2011) or marginal distributions are significantly different between source and target domain, ALDA would perform poorly. ALDA doesn't discuss the negative transfer problem and gets hurts when it happens, while AVR actively avoids it by its projection and reweighting strategy. Liao et al. (2005) proposed a method M-Logit, utilizing auxiliary data to help train LR. They also proposed actively sampling target domain instances using Fisher Information Matrix (Fedorov, 1972; Mackay, 1992) . Besides, instance weighting was used to mitigate distribution difference between source and target domain in (Huang et al., 2006; Jiang and Zhai, 2007; Sugiyama et al., 2008) . These can work as a module in our framework.
AVR: Active Vector Rotation
Without loss of generalization, we will constrain the discussion of AVR to binary classification tasks. But in fact, AVR can also be applied to multi-class classification and regression.
Given training set , | 1, … , , , 1, 1 , traditional supervised learning tries to optimize : 
where the hypothesis is:
So, we design the machine learning framework, Active Vector Rotation, to optimize :
where the weight variables c 0, control the importance of each instance in training. Larger c means more necessity of to fit , . Intuitively, of should try harder to fit the instances from than the instances from , so that the corresponding c of instances from should be larger. The algorithm of AVR is described in Table 1 Regarding the case where and are in the same vector space but certain approach is applied to make their distributions more similar, we also consider it as a kind of projection of and .
Initialization of Training set
To reduce training cost and risk of negative transfer, AVR actively selects a relatively small set of instances from into . Transfer learning mainly leverages 's separating hyperplane information, i.e.
, while only a small set of critical instances from can characterize the statistics of . AVR initializes by these critical instances. Different tasks may employ different selection strategy. E.g. in our experiments, the text classification task employs uncertainty sampling (Settles, 2009 ), while sentiment classification task selects the least instances which can accurately characterize , such that:
Query Strategy in Target Domain
After initialization of , AVR uses certain basic learner, such as LR and SVM, to get . As the labeling budget is limited, we need iteratively query the most informative instance and add the new labeled instance into to retrain . AVR revises the query strategy of traditional active learning. After a few new labeled instances added to , the retrained would be different from and closer to the optimum. Traditional active learning queries the instance in w.r.t. , e.g. uncertainty sampling queries the instance closest to separating hyperplane, such that:
However, AVR queries the most informative instance from which are identically classified by and , e.g. for uncertainty sampling, AVR queries the instance such that: min , .
The instance queried by AVR makes more quickly approach to its optimum, as to some extent, part of the statistics of the instances which are differently classified by and , can be characterized by the new queried instances. But when is very close to the optimum, AVR will query by traditional active learning strategy.
Reweighting
Appropriate reweighting can help accelerate rotating to the optimum and avoid negative transfer. Intuitively, the instances from and the instances which have similar distribution with should be given higher weight. Varied reweighting strategy, e.g. TrAdaBoost (Dai et al., 2007) , could be applied in AVR framework. In our experiments, AVR employs a simple but efficient reweighting strategy, without iteration:
Experiments
We perform AVR on a set of toy data and two real world datasets, 20 Newsgroups Dataset 1 and Multi-Domain Sentiment Dataset 2 , comparing it with several baseline methods. In this paper, we use model accuracy under fixed labeling budget as the evaluation. We used LR and L2-SVM as basic learner respectively, but due to space limit, we only report the results of LR.
Toy Data
We generate four bivariate Gaussian distributions as the positive and negative instances of and respectively as illustrated in Figure 1 . . Circle and diamond, big plus and cross, small plus and cross, represent positive and negative instances of , and respectively. To this toy data, AVR's configuration is: 1) , . 2) AVR uses uncertainty sampling to select the least 5 instances which can characterize , to initialize and . In Figure 1 , the 5 instances are marked by big filled circles or diamonds, the dash line draws the separating hyperplane 0. 3) Then AVR queries instances as described in Section 3.3, the first 10 queried instances are marked by large numerals, with the first 3 are queried w.r.t. (7). The small numerals mark the first 3 instances which would be queried w.r.t
. (6). 4) AVR reweights by (8), where
4. The black filled circles mark the instances whose corresponding c 0. The solid line draws the current hyperplane 0. Baseline methods are briefly described in Table  2 . Details about AcTraK and ALDA can be found in (Shi et al., 2008) and (Saha et al., 2011) Table 3 : Performance of different methods on toy data, where AcTraK unfairly uses two more labels.
20 Newsgroups Dataset
20 Newsgroups Dataset is commonly used in machine learning and NLP tasks. It contains about 20000 newsgroup documents which are categorized into 6 top categories and 20 subcategories. We split it into 6 pair of and , with each pair includes only two top categories documents, such as "comp" and "rec", but and are drawn from different subcategories, e.g. has "comp.graphics" and "comp.graphics", but has "comp.windows.x" and "sci.autos". The task is to leverage to distinguish the top categories of documents in . Our settings of 20 Newsgroups Dataset is identical with Dai et al. (2007) , details can be found there.
On this dataset, AVR's configuration is similar with that on toy data, with varies from 500 to 800 on different pairs.
Due to space limit, we only report results on the pair of "comp vs. rec" in Figure 2 , with all methods are averaged over 30 runs. The results on other pairs are similar. Since AVR-U and AVR-W are variants of AVR, with similar performance, we only report the results of AVR. 
Multi-Domain Sentiment Dataset
The sentiment dataset consists of user reviews about several products (Book, DVD, Electronic, Kitchen) from Amazon.com, the task is to classify a review's sentiment label as positive or negative.
We have 12 pairs with each pair has two products as and respectively. On this dataset, AVR employs VMVPCA (Ji et al., 2011) to project and , and initializes with 1000 instances from w.r.t. (5), while the other configuration is the same as that described in Section 4.1. To be comparable, the baseline methods which leverage are preprocessed by VMVPCA. We also add another baseline method Source-A' here, which is identical with Source-A, except that it is not projected by VMVPCA. Given space limit, we only report the results on the pair "DVD Kitchen", with other pairs have similar performance. 
Discussion
From inspection of experimental results, we get the following remarks.
Why to combine active learning and transfer learning?  Active learning such as uncertainty sampling can significantly reduce the labeling cost. But when is far from the optimum, uncertainty sampling may oversample instances near a direction. For example, in Figure 2 1 , AVR has better or comparable performance w.r.t. Source-A which initializes by whole . More importantly, AVR trims initial size from 1000 to 5 in toy data, from 4000 to 500 in Newsgroups dataset, and from 2000 to 1000 in Sentiment dataset.  The query strategy of AVR described in Section 3.3 advances traditional active learning, which is supported by the performance of AVR over AVR-U.  Appropriately reweighting instances from and could result in accurate and avoid negative transfer meanwhile. For example, in our experiments, the reweighting strategy of (8) makes AVR outperform all baseline methods, while some of which suffer from negative transfer. How about AcTraK's performance?  AcTraK works well on our toy data, just because it unfairly uses too much more labels of , even though, it underperforms AVR when 3 . Besides, AcTraK performs poorly on high dimensional data like text in our experiments.
Conclusion and Future Work
Our proposed machine learning framework AVR actively and carefully leverages information of source domain to query the most informative instances in target domain, as well as to train the best possible model of target domain. The four essential components of AVR, which establish its efficacy and help it avoid negative transfer, are validated in experiments.
In the future, we are planning to apply AVR in more tasks with appropriate specification of projection, query and reweighting strategy. Especially for sentiment classification, we will combine prior domain knowledge, such as domain sentiment lexicon, with AVR framework to further reduce labeling cost.
